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Thank goodness for awesome writer friends and readers! I’m grateful for the opportunity to talk 

with you about writing and the writing life. My goal with DarWrites [darwrites.wordpress.com] 

is to create a place where writers and readers can explore the world of books and learn about art, 

craft, and inspiration. There will be more coming in 2021.  

Remember: You are awesome!     

Write on.  

Darlene  



  

1. The pastor dies in search for famous hidden treasure 

2. 3000-year-old statue discovered – the most important archaeological discovery ever 

3. What if Asimov’s laws didn’t stop robots from harming humans 

4. Scientists finally teleported objects…and now we’re about to take the first steps into teleporting 

them around the world on demand 

5. He was smarter than the average person 

6. She started a Facebook group as a jest, but was amazed it took off 

7. He found his collaborator on Facebook 

8. The robot ‘drowns’ in a fountain 

9. There was a hidden undersea continent 

10. Take the worst case scenario in your character’s life and double down – make it worse  

11. Accept it, move on, and move on to the work. Do the work well. Put it out there 

12. Jump off the edge and say, you know, it could happen, but I'm going to do my best 

13. If I can do anything, what would I do 

14. If I inherited a million dollars, would I continue along the same career path 

15. He won the lotto and ended up broke 

16. She was the youngest lotto winner  16 – and went off the rails 

17. What is he most passionate about 
18. How can you explore sci-fi in a new way  
19. He typed the code into the computer, but the computer didn’t respond 
20. Plan the invasion of earth from a dog’s perspective 
21. One character for each continent – see where it takes you 
22. In a box in the attic, he found his mom’s college floppies, and on one, there was a formula for time 

travel  

23. She promised to do the impossible, but knew that it could be done 

24. She was simple like string theory 

25. An ancient soul trapped in a modern body 

26. Trapped in an uncivilized world with a futuristic mindset 

27. What will haunt her for the rest of her life 

28. She was called names all her life – and she began to believe the bullies 

29. The girl who was bullied began to think she was worth the fight – and fought to win 

30. Her soul screamed to do this – no matter what the consequences 

31. She couldn’t choose – she decided to try both and see what happened 

32. The girl who studied her whole life decided to stop and step into the world 

33. He studied geoarchaeology and used science to illuminate knowledge 

34. She went into underwater archaeology because she loved swimming 

35. He studied Classics because he wanted to learn everything about Greece and Rome  

36. She was afraid the dream she chased her whole life was out of reach 

37. When she wakes, all she wants is this one profession – and nothing else will do 

38. She asked herself what area would she love to learn so she could find a job that pays well, 

supports herself and her family, and she can live with 

39. He imagined his problem as a monster with tentacles he defeated with a sword and pen 

40. What fascinates her 

41. What does he admire and why 

42. What makes her feel most alive 



  

43. They said it was impossible, but she jumped off the edge and tried anyway 

44. They overheard a conversation in a café 

45. A lady said it wasn’t safe to stay on the bench – he had to leave now 

46. A young girl in a group of orphans talks about rich people and their rich dogs; she longs for a 

family of her own 

47. Positive impression are like seeds  

48. She showed graciousness and respect 

49. You never know what can happen on a rainy day 

50. He had a track record as a problem solver 

51. She decided to reinvent her life 

52. She wanted to create an online sanctuary 

53. If he likes ___, he will love ___ 

54. She dreamed big and wanted to do big things and make the world better for mankind 

55. The columnist gave kickass advice, but couldn’t deal with her own messes 

56. The graduate student agreed to join the expedition, but finds an unexpected romance  

57. Write a romance about the first Mars colonists 

58. Write about the crew of the first deep space mission 

59. Write about the first generational ship in space 

60. The Captain of a space cruise line falls in love with his passenger 

61. Write about the scientist and the warrior 

62. A group of scientists explores the universe and finds love and friendship among the stars 

63. Write about love on the colonized moon 

64. The spirit of his wife reaches out to him in a dream and tells him where to find the new mother 

of her children 

65. Write about the being who watched her grow up and saves her from enemies 

66. Write about the couple wanting to win the Galactic Core Space Race 

67. An immortal travels the universe to find his one true match 

68. She accidentally time traveled  

69. An orphaned girl falls in love with the warrior leader before war 

70. A modern space nomad finds love with a planet-bound nobody 

71. She vacations in another dimension and finds the love of her life 

72. Dystopian science fiction romance 

73. Write about the next step of human evolution 

74. Write about the archaeologist and the space pirate 

75. Write about humanity a hundred years from now 

76. Create a time travel story 

77. She was in love with her enemy 

78. She fell in love with an alien 

79. Explore the first contact between an earthling and an alien 
80. Write about what totally blows your mind   
81. What do you really want – what have you always wanted to try, but never did?  

82. Your character finds an old journal in their attic. On all of her journals, she leaves a note on page 

42: “Time travelers please leave notes here.” She expects to find a blank page, but instead, she 

finds an answer 

83. Your character is digging in the middle of their yard and finds an old wooden box 



  

84. Take an hour to research an aspect of an “other” culture—a culture you have never explored 

before. Explore what drew you to it and write a scene where your character explores the culture 

by looking at a situation from the indigenous perspective  

85. Your character must explore a faith or spirituality that is not their own. Write the scene. Next, 

have them explain it to a stranger 

86. Your character travels to another country to conduct field research for their ethnography. How 

do they proceed 

87. Your character finds a talisman from another culture that transports them to another time and 

world 

88. Aliens protect Earth against an invasion. Write about the cultural exchange once the fight is 

finished 

89. Combine anthropology and romance in a new way and explore the possibilities 

90. Write about the primatologist who finds love and explores the world 

91. A box comes in the mail, postage-paid from Tanzania – who sent it and why 

92. Create a character from a different culture. Source a package of their favorite canned or boxed 

foods from that culture and use the food as a sensory touchstone in your work 

93. What does your character keep in their pockets – explore things they carry with them  

94. A next-generation test tube baby has been born. Before implantation, the DNA was screened for 

genetic abnormalities 

95. Your character wakes up, gets ready for work or school, and has their usual cup of coffee or 

juice. When they go outside, their world is suddenly blanketed in white – and their car is stuck - 

what do they do all day 

96. Your character is startled awake in the middle of the night. Something feels off, but they don’t 

know what. A strange shadow lurks in the corner of the room and it feels heavy. There’s a noise 

coming from just outside the window. What does your character do 

97. Write a story from the perspective of the moues that lives under the Grandfather’s Clock in the 

hall that comes out each year to greet Santa 

98. What if your character was the last person in the world? What would be the one thing they take 

with them as they leave this planet 

99. Write about the discovery of life on another planet  

100. They colonized another planet 

101. Your character has just entered Hawaii for the first time. They have anticipated this 

vacation for months and planned every minute in great detail. Although, now that they’re here, 

they want to chill and relax 

102. Does your character celebrate Thanksgiving? Write an emotional, touching, or fight 

scene describing just that. What’s their favorite part of the Thanksgiving meal 

103. A solider just returning from Afghanistan has PTS-post traumatic stress- how does he 

deal with it 

104. Imagine an old creaky house with black cat in residence. A man or woman walks into the 

house for the first time and finds something unexpected  

105. What if your character goes out to check the garden and in the far corner of the garden 

under the corn finds a bag of cash 



  

106. Imagine the woods in fall: the color of the trees, the sound of leaves crunching under 

foot, the smell of pumpkin everything…and your character hiking through the fall woods, but 

deep in the woods is a portal to an alternate dimension where werewolves run the place 

107. Your main character woke in the morning and went to get coffee at a local café. They 

are traveling in Romania on the first leg of a whirlwind vacation. While drinking coffee or tea, 

they see an advertisement posted on the window for a sightseeing Castle tour of the deep 

woods which promises excitement. Your MC signs up for the tour, but the strange thing is only 

four people signed up. Once they get to a castle, they run into a dragon 

108. While on a road trip, your character pulls over to get gas. She goes in to pay cash and 

the clerk doesn’t speak, but rather points a finger at her as she goes to the safe to get change. 

The clerk comes back and without a word hands over the correct change. On the way out to the 

car, your character notices a raven circling overhead. The raven perches just above her car. Her 

stomach plummets. 

109. Your character wakes with the ability to see and feel spirits 

110. It started as a typical day until she saw him coming down the sidewalk. She knew her 

day was about to change, and not for the better. 

111. Write about the character who, when checking her bank balance, finds $666.66, and 

knows something bad is going to happen. 

112. Your main character inherits a fortune with one string attached – she must travel and 

live on a private island for a year. But with any fortune, there is risk: the island has a massive 

secret. 

113. Imagine a man in a suit with a clipboard who shows up at your main character’s door 

saying he’s from the census bureau, but isn’t who he says he is. 

114. The headline in the paper read, “Tiny camera reveals inside ancient Mayan tomb.” 

Imagine what they found and add a time traveler, a skeleton, or an original text. 

115. What would happen if your character got evicted? 

116. They got a plane ticket to nowhere. 

117. She won the lotto. 

118. His ex-wife came back for a visit. And this time she says she’s home for good and wants 

to make up. 

119. What if he inherits a diamond mine in Africa? What if they have to stay there to earn it 

and it is overrun with enemies? 

120. Create a world for your characters out of a myth or story you’ve heard. 

121. Scientist and warrior parents volunteered their children for the first generational 

spaceship from Earth – it was the only means of survival. 

122. The armada is coming – humanity must evacuate or face annihilation 

123. An attempt to save humanity crashes on Earth 

124. When she got the call, she was hip-deep in an archaeology dig in the San Juan islands 

looking for evidence of ancient Americans.  

125. Take fifteen minutes and write about the fears you feel and another fifteen to explore 

the fears your character feels. 

126. The world ended – all she had left was her dog 

127. Write about the old black Labrador with a grey chin who loves his ball 

128. Write a long poem about your favorite topic 



  

129. Explore minimalism through a short story 

130. Focus on onomatopoeia and alliteration 

131. She had no choice but to leave her baby in the arms of a stranger 

132. At the end of the world, the sisters went fishing 

133. Write as if you only had thirteen hours left in the world 

134. Write a summary of your story in nine sentences 

135. Write about the anthropology of an alien civilization 

136. Explore the most fantastic element of your genre 

137. What does her Plan B look like? 

138. Write about your character’s favorite hobby and how it changes their life 

139. She only ate apples in the winter 

140. For no apparent reason, your character starts acting abnormally – and by the end of the 

chapter, explain why they are acting strangely 

141. Write about a cat burglar in a cafeteria experiencing acceptance for the first time 

142. He decides to take up knitting 

143. She starts riding horses 

144. What games did they play as children 

145. What resources does she have available to her? 

146. Find a picture with a word that represents the feeling of your novel and another for the 

idea you want to add to your novel 

147. A character afraid of speaking joins Toastmasters to get over the fear 

148. Deep in the back crevices of the computer lurks a file – explore the contents and 

meaning of this file for your character 

149. The nerves in her ear dropped 

150. A box inside the hearing room looked like it had a lock on it at one time – the box is 

bigger than a fridge and has a slim, shiny handle 

151. Her co-worker said, “You would be so pretty if…” 

152. Due to a critical paper shortage, all books change to electronic format and printing on 

paper is outlawed. Write about the following people’s experience: librarian, leader of an 

underground “retro readers” movement, and a blind man whose window to the world was 

braille 

153. Every night he saved her and every morning she died 

154. Write about where you live in the small hours of night when everyone sleeps 

155. The beach was full of invisible aliens 

156. Write about invasive species 

157. Some say it happened and others said the deadly meteor storm was a figment of their 

imagination 

158. Write about an elf named Theiyr 

159. She hiked the PCT and the AT, but not this one. 

160. A girl lives in the trees in the forest 

161. Write about the littlest fairy lost in the modern world 

162. Write the next invasion of Earth 

163. Write a funny story about aliens 

164. Create an artful story about a caretaker 



  

165. Write an environmental piece from a deep ethical position 

166. There are limits to exploring how alien we are – explore them 

167. Imagine a merman’s tale of his encounter with humans 

168. Write about the fear of being devoured 

169. Her deepest fear was starvation 

170. He imagined being abandoned 

171. She was terrified of commitment 

172. Write about the underdog who experiences resilience 

173. Truth to her was a double-edged sword 

174. Write about her school years 

175. He wanted to explore his genealogy and found skeletons in his family tree 

176. She didn’t believe in destiny until she met him 

177. It was an age-old story of death and love 

178. In the near future, an object was found that connected her to her heritage – she didn’t 

know the object was one of a kind 

179. An artefact recovered from a Nazi stronghold finds its way into the world 

180. She escaped the enemy and found items thought lost to history 

181. He returns to Bulgaria and talks with his great-grandchildren 

182. She is a hybrid offspring of a human-alien alliance 

183. They attacked in cyberspace 

184. The moon base was declared a UNESCO world heritage site 

185. Write about the extinction level event that occurs in a parallel world 

186. Write about your childhood imaginary friend 

187. The divide between generations was a digital one 

188. There was a nine year decline in the sales of this product 

189. By the 2060s, they are able to recreate this to the surprise of everyone 

190. Write about the company selling tickets to space for $10 

191. Write about the people who leave cities and travel to Alaska to make their way in the 

rugged outdoors 

192. Explore an ocean preserve through research and write about the people who work there 

193. What is the meaning of life 

194. Write about things people don’t say but should 

195. Explore psychic phenomena through the eyes of a skeptic 

196. The ex-hacker swore to never go on a computer again, and then she was forced to at 

gun point 

197. She wanted to be a “green” person, but had to buy a gas guzzler – the used vehicle was 

the only thing she could afford 

198. Write about the youth who explores college 

199. Write the story of brothers who explore life and love on opposite sides of the law 

200. Write about the Greek man who colonizes the moon 

201. She loved books about families, loyalties, and sticking together despite obstacles 

202. Write about a being of pure energy 

203. The bookworm was stuck in one of the two percent of malls without a bookstore 

204. She was stuck in a mall on lockdown because of a gunman at a nearby facility 



  

205. What if you could suspend time and turn the clock back 

206. What if a gunman is hunting for you and all the employees in the store ran away? Would 

you flee? Hide? Fight? 

207. What if all societal structures were shattered and your character was stuck in a strange 

town 

208. Your main character has five minutes to get their stuff and get out – what do they take 

209. Explore mind control 

210. It took years to explore a simple artefact from the past 

211. Deep underground a hidden city waits 

212. He lurked outside their home for generations – and only made contact once in a 

generation 

213. Write about the storm chaser who dies in a tornado 

214. The scientists cloned horses and sold them  

215. What if Earth became known in legends and the remnant of humanity wanted to find it? 

216. Write about the woman booking a cruise on a Transatlantic Repositioning Cruise 

217. Each year they sailed across the ocean and each year she joined them, waiting for his 

return 

218. She sold everything she owned and went on a spiritual retreat in a monastery 

219. Write about the religious awakening of a person in crisis 

220. Write about the prehistoric civilization, the Vinca, which existed for early 1,500 years 

221. Explore mythological treasures no one knows about 

222. She wanted to know everything about her ancestry and found ancient texts no one 

knew existed 

223. The deal with Johnny was that he didn't want anyone to know his real name 

224. The deal with her was that she would drive ten miles under the speed limit 

225. the deal with Willow's mother was that she wasn't curious enough 

226. the deal with Mary is that she prayed the rosary every morning. Twice on Sunday 

227. Pay attention only to things that are red 

228. His left leg was two times shorter than his right as he first climbed the stairs 

229. The deal with Rob was his ego was so large and he talked so much, no one could get a 

word in edgewise 

230. The deal with carol was you needed an iron shield just to say hello 

231. The deal with him was his compulsion to pick her teeth with her long, pointed fingernail 

232. Her billowy red hair, strong and horizontal in the fiercest blast from the helicopter 

233. The deal with Jimmy was so long as he had time to sit alone - sometimes on the dark old 

sofa in the basement, sometimes by the jagged rocks on the lake sure. He agreed to act as a 

normal man to get through the daily grind. But he wasn't 

234. The deal with Jeff was he never came out before 1 p.m. 

235. The deal with Brian was how he found a way to oppose everything she said 

236. The deal with Art was that he wanted enough money to open a donut shop for tourists 

on the way to Port Townsend  

237. The deal with Peter is that he ran five miles every day 

238. He was pasty alabaster white and wore expensive clothes that provided protection 



  

239. The deal with him was that he would finish an entire box of cupcakes before heading 

out to dinner 

240. Alicia's deal was she would have sex with her husband - even going as far as lap dances - 

so long as he expected her to never clean up after him 

241. Anna was afraid of her father 

242. Abby had a terrible skin disease and was unable to conceal it 

243. The deal with him was that he would look for problems after things came up. 

244. What would they be willing to put everything on the line for 

245. Write a child’s book based on a smart city of the future 

246. Explore urban transportation and walkability through the eyes of a farmer 

247. What would an 18th century vampire say about an intelligent modern city 

248. Go to the library and close your eyes in front of a shelf – pick three books at random and 

create a prompt surrounding those titles 

249. Behind a door is a world full of vampires, werewolves, werecats, and a million other 

species that left our world. Write about the being who wants to open the door and the human 

who tries to stop it 

250. He asked, “who is that girl?” 

251. Write about the dog who never stops barking and the woman who tries to train her 

252. Explore three of your favorite quotes and write a piece based on the themes in the 

quotes 

253. Write about the city girl who moves to a small town in the desert 

254. What is his highest duty 

255. Explore the eyes of a pandemic through the eyes of a CDC worker 

256. What if she wrote the book of her life and titled it “North Pole Mystery” 

257. Create a character with personality traits of someone you love, but the characteristics of 

a stranger 

258. Write about the former barista who wanted to open her own coffee shop and starts the 

next hip trend 

259. All he ever wanted was to play guitar in a rock band 

260. Write about the man who grows the almonds everyone loves 

261. Explore your character’s life list – what are their hopes and dreams 

262. She was a ghost research who could take any topic and master it in a month. Write 

about the spy who finds her and works with her to stop crime. 

263. After his cousin’s death, he finds the man’s journal and finds a secret so large it would 

change the face of humanity 

264. Modern people decide to create a megalithic structure and fill it with the most modern 

information for the people of the future 

265. Write about the mother who is also a history teacher 

266. Write 10 potential book titles you would like to write 

267. Create a character with personality traits of someone you love, but the physical 

characteristics of someone you don’t care for 

268. Write a setting based on the most beautiful place you’ve ever seen 

269. Explore the last hour of a man bit by a zombie 



  

270. The story takes place in early morning, during the story there is a terrible 

misunderstanding, and the story ends during a crime 

271. What is Christmas like in Space 

272. what's your talisman to the person you want to be inside 

273. what's the thing that is going to want to make you get up and do something about it 

274. it was a gift and a curse 

275. Cinderella pact...a promise to make yourself better in life 

276. Cooking with Mom: stories, favorites, recipes, hints, pictures on cover, top secret 

recipes; breakfast, lunch, snack, dinner, dessert 

277. Cristal Kids: children—indigo—Meg Whistborn Losey Lowery, the Children of Now, 

under the bed 

278. Smudge spray, herbal planet 

279. culture change and technology what is it going to be like in a few years 

280. The sister of a war hero writes a book based on fiction, but everyone thinks it’s real 

because it feels so close to reality – so close, she gets in trouble with the government because of 

details she couldn’t know, but guessed in her novel 

281. The scientist figured out how to rearrange and jump genes 

282. Explore the faith and duty of a woman who wants children and a career 

283. Write about the werewolf who has to get a normal job to fit in 

284. He was a unique person in a world that lives around labels  

285. Write about freedom through the eyes of an immigrant 

286. A witch transfigures a mortal into a cat 

287. Write about the community that comes to see technology as spiritual  

288. Explore the expectations of a newlywed couple 

289. Write about first love 

290. Explore health, happiness, and prosperity through the eyes of a woman approaching her 

twentieth year class reunion 

291. Write about the feelings between sisters 

292. Explore friendship in an essay 

293. Create a piece about hatred and the possible ways to resolve that hate 

294. Write about human universalities 

295. Complete a piece about connections and comfort 

296. Write about the ghost of a dog who doesn’t want to leave his family 

297. What if modern humans had to be mobile again 

298. Create a zombie love story 

299. He called her adorkable and she liked it 

300. Explore light through the eyes of a person seeing for the first time 

301. Write about uneven pavement and the things that 

302. He wanted to fly more than anything, so he tried out for the Air Force, but was rejected 

303. The professor fell in love while on vacation at the beach 

304. Write about the college student who hopes to make a living with the pen 

305. Explore law through a first year law student’s perspective 

306. Describe the moment he found his passion 



  

307. Like mirrors of light and darkened window frame, the sun shines through beaming into 

the world soft translucent hope of a brighter tomorrow 

308. The earth’s gravity pulls in another moon 

309. Write a deep space murder mystery 

310. To his neighbors, the serial killer appeared normal  

311. He left a note and a map behind so she could follow him at the end of the world 

312. The person of your dreams shows up on your doorstep and asks if you’d like to go out 

for coffee 

313. Write about the student who teaches a class only no one shows up for the first round 

314. Three blonde girls cursed to be slaves 

315. The witch lost them in a bet 

316. Create your top three writing goals for your lifetime 

317. Imagine the perfect writing group 

318. Unleash a werewolf infestation 

319. Find an idea in your favorite book and chase it down 

320. In the Khatar galaxy, there is a planet torn apart by war 

321. Who knew four simple words could set about a course of events that would potentially 

destroy this and several other worlds 

322. The family kept this in the attic for centuries 

323. She gave up college and went to work for herself 

324. She appreciated his interest in religion and faith, but didn’t want to talk about her own 

at work 

325. She was determined to turn a setback into a triumph 

326. He wished she were his 

327. She fell asleep on the pile of books for the third time that week 

328. What are the five most romantic cities? Turn one into a romance 

329. She applied to grad school, and to everyone’s surprise, was accepted 

330. If your character could go to any time and place, where would they go 

331. There will be time enough for love 

332. The antagonist is actually the hero of their own story 

333. Write an essay about the worst event in history 

334. She threw a quarter into the wishing well and hoped her wish came true 

335. Imagine a relic hunter who chooses friendship over diamonds 

336. The English teacher fell for the Romanian gypsy 

337. Write about the incurable disease 

338. Out of the ashes of modern society rises a new empire 

339. Deep below the water lives a forest 

340. What does the superhero do on Sundays 

341. The grad student took a summer job to make enough money to get her through the next 

semester 

342. She create a new craft and sells it at the farmer’s market 

343. She decided it was time to confront her fears  

344. He decided to find out who his family was – and when he gets the results of the DNA 

test back, he’s shocked to learn this 



  

345. Faced with her counterpart from another timeline, she was curious about her life 

346. Within minutes of destiny’s plan, the psychic looked into her crystal ball and saw the 

face of her killer 

347. She created her own Prince Charming List 

348. A boy and a girl at the end of their lives together catch one last moment of light and 

happiness 

349. She signed up for research study, but when she got there was abducted by aliens. 

350. Her pen was envious of the notebook 

351. I'm the girl who has a nightmare about an older woman's lost bag, a room I've never 

been in where I pick up tips, people I've never met and the King of Norway waiting for his son 

and having a problem and me helping him while he waits for his son to get out of class. 

352. He has mutant tongue genes 

353. Rejected by the only man she ever loved, an introvert goes in search of a new life 

354. Theirs was a mixed up kind of love 

355. It was supposed to be a seven-day cruise, but it turned into a month-long island stay 

356. The doctor fell for the psychologist 

357. Write about the galactic rock opera 

358. The single mom tries to do right, but is stuck in the past 

359. Write about the last nomadic tribe of humans 

360. She got all dressed up just to get shot down 

361. He wanted to fix up one of the oldest homes in town, but didn’t know what he was 

setting himself up for 

362. They were a pair: he was cool as a cucumber, and she was frosty as ice 

363. His life as a corporate mogul never worked out, but while working at a few of the 

Fortune 500 companies, he learned a lot, and leveraged knowledge for a consultant job 

364. Her momma always said put your pen to paper, share goals with friends, and take the 

time to indulge without guilt 

365. What we have here is a momentary lapse of gravity 

366. Are ghosts fact or fiction to your character 

367. She moved to another country to learn the language and found a family to call her own 

368. He stared evil in the face and didn’t back down. 

369. If you were visiting a haunted mansion, what would you have for dessert 

370. The ghost craved ice cream 

371. He created a coffee pie 

372. She moved to a small town and created a community around her business 

373. He loved watching high-speed movies and driving fast cars 

374. He hired a hitman from God 

375. Once in a generation, a being reincarnates to protect those who need it and find their 

one true love to pass on the commitment to the next generation 

376. The thumping of bamboo in the wind above the trail – thwack hollow thick deep bump 

bump bump thwack thwack. Dirt up to my knees, on my ass, and when I go in for my coke zero, 

the guy from a movie sits sipping tea.  

377. She was a vagabond shovelbum who went from dig to dig hanging out and listening to 

the old timers tell stories of archaeological digs past 



  

378. He dispatched a message across the veil to warn of an evil plot 

379. She accepted a teaching job overseas 

380. His life and death left footprints on her heart 

381. A woman with amnesia hasn’t seen her husband and their three sons in five years, but 

now she meets them again. 

382. A photographer is dispatched to a small town to cover news and falls for a fire fighter 

383. What distracts her 

384. How does he move 

385. Create a story using all five senses as if they were people 

386. What is your character’s dirty little secret 

387. No one’s in your head – what if they were  

388. Time travel in a fixed timeline  

389. Imagine an alternative timeline after a single event in history changes 

390. In a multiverse, worlds collide and only one scientist can stop it 

391. The alien hunter is hunted by aliens 

392. What story comes to mind when you think of culture 

393. Shiny trendy truths 

394. What documentary would your main character be in 

395. Imagine a character who creates a web comic that goes viral 

396. What if there were a new kind of technology that changes the world 

397. He was a combination of James Bond and Indiana Jones 

398. She crushed him by laying him off 

399. The cosplay characters find a dead body 

400. How could you create a new epic war in the stars 

401. It was an epic win 

402. What kind of superhero would your main character be 

403. A new collectible gadget 

404. The entrepreneur created a new hobby 

405. The hacker versus the corporate big wig 

406. A new kind of intelligence is found in the universe 

407. The gamer falls for the bookworm 

408. He studied physics, she studied genetics and together they went to space 

409. The smarty-pants had to deal with finals and a family crisis 

410. The cellist met a theoretical physicist  

411. The cook was sent to space 

412. Imagine a new team of superheroes: the pone with the power of the body, animal 

powers, mastery, force control, powers of the mind, and object manipulation 

413. An artificial intelligence is charged with a crime 

414. Write a line where you feel the robot’s sorrow 

415. Imagine a moment lost in time and recreate it 

416. A robot with humor dreams of going to college 

417. What if a robot has a soul 

418. Imagine a test of metal vs dirt where dirt wins 

419. He is bulletproof but keeps it real 



  

420. The band plays their first party 

421. They are the first humans to vacation on an alien world 

422. The rebels struggled against their enemies in an age-old battle of good versus evil 

423. The alien bar with beings from a myriad of worlds was a melting pot of activity 

424. The world was used and broken, but the people are survivors 

425. He had the urge to explore so he joined the space force 

426. Create an action scene with aliens, blood, guts, and gore 

427. Imagine environmental changes and life on other planets 

428. Mutants and space travel  

429. Conjure a new form of magic 

430. Cyberpunks on the moon 

431. High fantasy with a twist  

432. Create a world where magic and science work together  

433. He had a rule that she had to stay ten feet from him because she cast a spell on him 

434. Two brothers fight enemies and try to save the world 

435. She wanted something down to earth, but he wanted to travel in space 

436. The Private Investigator fell for the Veterinarian 

437. The Rancher fell for the Werewolf 

438. He was stabbed in the dark 

439. She disappeared 

440. He was blinded  

441. A snake bit her 

442. The mobster shot him 

443. The bear pursued her and bit her arm 

444. He ran after the guy who made her cry and hit him 

445. She was stabbed and poisoned, but the cause of her death was grief  

446. It was a world where rainbow flowers grew 

447. He spent the night in a space tent 

448. Stem cells extend human life by 100 years 

449. The scientist traveled through a wormhole to another part of the galaxy 

450. The yarn store stocked a new kind of yarn that was genetically modified silk, engineered 

to be stronger than steel 

451. Imagine Mars 4 billion years ago when it had an oxygen-rich environment 

452. A new device allowed for a corporation to hack memories directly from the mind 

453. An unopened package of letters from a hundred years ago was addressed to her 

454. She worked for a biobank 

455. What if the zombies were fast and smart 

456. What hijinks occur in the bookstore Between the Covers 

457. She traveled to a world far away and taught them her language 

458. He created an amorphous metals or metallic glass 

459. He went to the island to recover from losing Stanley and she was there to research the 

coral reefs; create an inspirational mystery romance 

460. What kind of treasure is left to find in this world that no one has written about before 



  

461. Create an inspirational romance where two unlikely people meet under unusual 

circumstances 

462. Keep a short story lighthearted and fun 

463. Create a mystery with a treasure, saving the world, nuggets of history, and a 

global/environmental angle 

464. What if magical powers were embraced by pirates and their treasure hunter 

descendants 

465. Choose two to three elements and explain why opposites attract 

466. A friend in need of help refurbishing a run-down resort turns matchmaker and gets 

them together even though they repel each other at first 

467. The preacher to millions dies unexpectedly 

468. They lost everything in a tornado and have to rebuild their lives 

469. Write about the deep, dark corners of the internet  

470. A gambler goes on a cruise and falls for the dealer 

471. Hockey fans get lost after a match  

472. Craft a spy thriller around The English Teacher  

473. The leader of a magical academy falls for a private investigator hired to expose the 

academy’s secrets 

474. The protector of humanity versus an ancient goddess 

475. An ancient goddess once worshiped by millions returns to visit her people in today’s 

times 

476. Write about the modern-day descendant of Odysseus 

477. A woman meets a time traveler sent to warn her of a decision with great consequences 

478. Create a woman’s end-of-the-world to do list 

479. Write about her first steps on the moon 

480. A love story with a mystery and a strong female character where she saves the alpha 

male 

481. All he wanted was one last chance 

482. After a hard brake up, a woman works to get over her ex and move on with life 

483. He stands up and tells her he’s worth it  

484. I want you, but if you don’t want me, I need to know now. 

485. A man who has never let anyone close meets the one person destined to crack his shell 

486. A life without you in it terrifies me  

487. She fell for him a long time ago, but a misunderstanding separated them. After he 

served his country, a warrior returns to heal and reignites their romance 

488. The hockey player falls for the English teacher 

489. On a frozen lake, two tenants explore life and love 

490. Being near death is exhausting and this grey weather doesn’t help 

491. A librarian vampire falls for the nerdy bookworm 

492. A woman agrees to a one-hour focus group but is transported to another world 

493. Divorced couple after seven years reunites 

494. The Warrior, the Protector, the Angel, and the Devil walk into a bar 

495. The dog she knew transformed – he wasn’t a dog, but a shapeshifter 

496. Knight Hawks illegally trespass at a dig for artefacts 



  

497. Create an interstellar love song 

498. Choose from a list of fears and anxieties that plague a character: being devoured, 

starvation, abandonment, courtship, marriage, success, failure, being depended on, letting 

others down 

499. What angers your character or puts them in a rage 

500. What if it were okay to be a catty bitch 

501. Create a meandering marauder 

502. Nuclear scientists say look at the sky 

503. He was caught up in things that overwhelmed him 

504. A cosmic battle loomed 

505. Global warming creates a new way of life 

506. Museums hold workshops in starlight 

507. What if there were holographic books 

508. He created an entirely virtual world to escape reality 

509. In a cave lies a reading room waiting for people 

510. Don’t worry – it’s our little corporate secret 

511. A woman sees her ex with his girlfriend and her baby 

512. She learned poker to deal with this 

513. He tried to track down the woman he loved who fled, but he couldn’t find her 

514. She disappeared without a trace 

515. A woman with amnesia needs your character’s help finding out who she is 

516. He’s lost in space 

517. She told him not to do it 

518. She finally left him, but he moved to another planet and took her mother’s jewels and 

she needs you to track them down 

519. The squid did it 

520. She speaks for Earth 

521. The city slicker went to the woods to reconnect with their roots 

522. The next evolution of pacific exploration 

523. Write about true confessions 

524. They adopted a child from another nation 

525. Write about culture passed on by a parent that is of the same culture 

526. The government offered incentives for people to return after a disaster 

527. A character has a problem dealing with national identity versus ethnic identity 

528. Write about the profound loss of identity 

529. She woke in a fire and smoke filled room 

530. She only answered in twitter-speak 

531. He only drank this on special occasions 

532. How do three cultures differ in their approaches to the same question 

533. Write about the oldest living civilization  

534. What does it mean to be human 

535. Create the next “smallish leap” of evolution [Thomas Huxley] 

536. Social institutions create norms people ascribe to in larger societies – show a heartfelt 

story using a social institution  



  

537. A star falls from the heavens and turns into a human who must help mankind  

538. A boy walks out the door and returns a man 

539. An alien is recruiting for an intergalactic Peace Corps 

540. They saved mankind by taking them to the stars 

541. The puppy pranced through the snow in its first exploration of the white stuff 

542. Vampire slaying at library in Massachusetts 

543. These photos show what it’s really like inside the totalitarian regime 

544. CDC employee disappears 

545. This is for sale on the dark web 

546. Your phone and computer are at risk 

547. She helped him discover what he is really made of 

548. Beloved actress dies at 24 

549. Priceless stolen painting found after 50 years 

550. Explore hidden messages 

551. Radical Story of Beverly Legend 

552. Father and daughter on 6-year battle 

553. Survivor finds ancient relic in underwater cave 

554. The child cried at the large white cross with lit candles 

555. A man rescues a child after airstrike in rebel-held town 

556. The team celebrates after winning hockey shootout 

557. He drinks the blood of a cobra and is imbued with its properties 

558. Migrants rescued from rubber boat 

559. What happens at the festival during New Year 

560. Woman tries to save her dog from house fire 

561. Business man is really a spy 

562. Search and rescue team finds plane crash  

563. Actress makes pact with crossroads demon to always appear 22 

564. After public safety alert, residents panic 

565. The couple sold everything and traveled the world  

566. An antagonist falls in love with a good woman who has a boyfriend – he keeps trying to 

kill the boyfriend, but can’t quite do it 

567. He found a mermaid in the hallway 

568. She is mistaken for someone else 

569. He dove off a cliff into the water and came up in parallel world 

570. “It’s you – finally – I’ve missed you.”  

571. I’ve lived a lifetime with you as my center and now we’re here and you don’t know me. 

572. The only swear word she allowed herself to say was “silly monkeys!”  

573. I asked for roses and he sent me a box of Malamutes – he called it a sled dog starter 

pack 

574. She paid off $146K in debt in one year 

575. The day she made coconut milk soap went drastically wrong 

576. She loved his movies, but when she met the actor who played her favorite hero, she fell 

for him immediately – and he returned her affections 

577. The bride wanted a pink wedding cake; the groom wanted a science fiction one 



  

578. She took a quiz online: what Greek God should you date, and the God appeared in her 

living room 

579. She wanted superhuman smarts and got them by being bit by _____ 

580. A rare photo from history revealed previously unknown facts about this war 

581. A new team of thieves arise in a modern day city 

582. The spaceship broke apart to the horror of onlookers 

583. A stolen stash of merchandise is found from over two hundred years ago 

584. The singer was drafted into the next world war 

585. A famed inventor creates the next wave of technology 

586. She watched a video titled “how to make millions” and is cursed by the ghost of the man 

who created the video 

587. The shockwave destroyed civilizations 

588. The tectonic fault shifted 

589. He was stuck in the shallow end of the pool, but decided to make a change and left his 

solid job, his tiny apartment, and his car – he left everything and walked away 

590. She was addicted to computer games 

591. List five things your character wants to cover before they get to the end of the book 

592. Name one thing your character must feel before you can end the book 

593. Write an essay about faith 

594. Explore duty  

595. What is the difference between a career and a job 

596. What if werewolves were afraid of humans 

597. Write a zombie story about freedom and community 

598. He used duct tape to fix everything 

599. She needs to knit 

600. Music calms the audience, but the horror show goes on 

601. The guy in the leather jacket runs down the stairs like he forgot something 

602. The brunette pissed them off 

603. I should have went to him 

604. Now that I have your attention, what do you do in your spare time? Nothing. 

Social life? I have no social life. This is my social life 

605. I’m amazed he hasn’t been shot yet 

606. They think he’s isolated, but he’s not 

607. Three crazed fans pretend like they are normal. Obnoxious behavior, but it was 

the quiet one in the corner you need to worry about 

608. It’s not going to happen. . . yet 

609. Did you see the video of her? No, I tried, but I didn’t like it 

610. I was going to drive, but the ass did instead 

611. That’s my son’s name 

612. Four dozen people obsessed with the author assembled with preprinted books in 

hand. They waited with baited breath. One girl’s piggy tail fell down—she thought it was 

straight, but it was off. She tried to be perfect, but it didn’t work 

613. He thought he was in South Carolina 

614. She had to gobble the words 



  

615. She read the first chapter in five minutes and hesitantly put it away. She wanted to 

save more for later 

616. As much as I’ve always wanted an expensive camera, I’m horrible at taking 

pictures 

617. Don’t take the pigeon on the bus 

618. Zombie pigeons 

619. Zombie chasing pigeons with backwards baseball hat and green sweatshirt 

620. A woman juggles bags while talking on the phone, then put her kid in a car 

621. She had simple desires: a family, a husband, and a job she was good at. Fate 

threw obstacles in her way, but she would press on and not give up 

622. The animals knew something was different. As she pulled into the college parking 

lot, they split to the sides of the road. A single black bird flew overhead and landed on a 

light pole. It watched; it waited. She saw the shrubs moving, but didn’t see the animal 

that stalked her. She didn’t see the wolf until he was on her 

623. She fell in love and didn’t know it until she left; by then it was too late 

624. It’s horrible when you ask for auto parts on your birthday 

625. How do you tell a man your heart beats for him? That the one thing you want is to 

spend the rest of your life with him? That your heart would shatter if he rejected you 

How brave do you need to be to put yourself in that vulnerable place  

626. He had a certain swagger about him 

627. An open air market 

628. Kidlet—a small humanoid creature 

629. A werewolf and an alien walk into a bar 

630. Warriors chosen of the sun had to conquer or suffer the consequences 

631. A city set in a circle of water 

632. The sacred Cave 

633. It vanished from history—and was only remembered in oral legend. The legend 

spoke of the place where the world began 

634. Oral traditions…they came from ____ land 

635. The conquered woman took her fierce victor captive 

636. He waited a long time for us to come to him 

637. Conquer the world 

638. Democratic absolutist monarch 

639. Alternate timeline—what if there were another path? The end of America 

640. What to do about unemployment 

641. What if the USA went to a free market voucher system 

642. Regulations, incentives changed, how would that look 

643. Foreign policy—what if the US closed the doors 

644. Forecast 2-3 years, generations, or presidents out 

645. Holy grail of poly psych—a math formula that predicts who is elected president 

646. Chances are Obama won’t be reelected if—economy fails to grow. If it does he 

has a fighting chance. Past zero growth already. The campaign can change the factors – 

look at people making a choice—can’t use the formula for that 

647. Appealing candidate made a connection—it was his to loose 

648. What would it take to bring the parties together? Obama couldn’t; built in defense 

mechanisms against the things that tory to change their beliefs  



  

649. The book bearer held the sacred text. When civilization fell, he kept it sacred as 

did his people. It was his sworn duty to ensure it was safe for future generations. It passed 

the hands of warrior book bearers down through time. And now it came to him 

650. the Anthropologist gets stuck on a continent that shouldn't exist 

651. He’s so smart and so sweet but what he said is so far over my head it didn't make 

any sense 

652. Drink and thou shalt live 

653. Write about the Lion god 

654. An empire’s Queen brings the civilization to the brink of war   

655. Candaces that stick in your head  

656. Your version of a perfect utopia 

657. Five problems with the modern world – turn it into a short story 

658. Antediluvian 

659. A jump in knowledge 

660. Paradigm leaps 

661. A city between worlds 

662. pressure of things to come 

663. it was a suppressed memory of a separate past  

664. they didn't want it found, but it was secreted away into the sands of eternity 

665. history remembers him as. . . a tyrant. . . I remember him as 

666. she's an artist, a member of Mensa, and likes to hide the later fact 

667. Writing was once considered powerful 

668. An uncle of mine left it to me years ago. It’s not very big. You can walk across it 

in three or four days. (Crocodile Dundee) 

669. what if a Mother presented a bill for all the things she gave you when growing 

up? Future story 

670. what if Google could know everything you were thinking and premeditated it?  

671. The longest second of my life droned on as I waited for the fracking computer 

game to load. They said it was the latest thing; I got a new VR module fresh off the 

market to work it. I was excited.  I sank back in the chair as the loading screen 

disappeared. Another screen stating, 'ready to play' came up. I was ready. Time for 

download 

672. you can't run from the truth 

673. more immediate concerns are all around us 

674. four plus one is trouble 

675. five for trouble 

676. paradox: what happens if cursive writing goes away 

677. setting should become a character, character should bounce off it, respond to it, 

characters are defined by their perspectives of it, characters are burdened by it, mirror 

theme: pathetic fallacy when setting mirrors theme, use setting to increase the tension, 

ebb and flow of life, inclusion, and broken 

678. Out on the water, a boat capsized. You won’t make it to land 

679. The next step in evolution 

680. One bag too many 

681. The Protector of the North: the Great Grey Owl. Frozen trees. Tigra forest—7,000 

miles at the top of the planet which includes 1/3 of the trees on Earth 



  

682. She was borne of fire and ice 

683. They found DNA in Antarctica which was four billion years old. It was a 

message, hidden on earth, for countless years—a message which is inside us all—in our 

junk DNA which is storage—a perfect hiding place. A genomic SETI—DNA—language 

link  

684. 80% of the people on Earth live near water 

685. Exotic particles 

686. What if we were the aliens 

687. What will 1st contact be like? What if symbols meant different things to each race 

688. Universal communication device—waves—water—used to communicate 

mathematics and frequencies. Proton mass—electron mass—Pi . What if they came down 

with literature instead of mathematics 

689. The closest star is Proxima Centauri. There are seventeen alien solar systems 

within a hundred trillion years of each other 

690. A computer program matches common and uncommon words—the, of, etc—

patterns emerge with the frequency of occurrence within the number of words. SETI—a p 

line—noot 45% slope 

691. Dolphins transmit knowledge in a complex message. It will look similar to our 

own instead of all over the map 

692. A spacecraft was built with a leap in technology—travel between systems was 

possible. What if we find them first and we are the alien threat? An exotic propulsion 

system—electrical repulsion ion engine—using zero gas, positive charge pushes like 

away—going in the opposite direction from the shove 

693. What if hostile aliens arrive in a conquering armada? It’s like Bambi versus 

Godzilla 

694. Energy 

695. Type 1: planetary power: control of hurricanes and volcanoes 

696. Type 2: star control 

697. Type 3: galaxy control 

698. Who controls the space lanes 

699. She listened in on a conversation, but it was over her head—it was about the laws 

of physics, EM radiation, and something being buried in the static 

700. The zombie apocalypse started with smelling salts in Florida and expanded from 

there 

701. recent talks of cannibal attacks in Maryland and Florida 

702. They made contact with a rare alien civilization 

703. The human family 

704. Write about a predatory culture 

705. Planned obsolescence 

706. They are living an empty life, lacking satisfaction. What’s the new American 

Dream 

707. The Church of the Galactic Core: We come from the stars, we all go back to the 

stars 

708. She is a teacher moving to a small town 

709. How do you know if he likes you? What if he rejected you? What if the man you 

loved found out that you weren’t perfect 



  

710. What if the man you’ve dreamt of finally showed up 

711. In a small Eastern town a secret lay buried in a library. The town forgot 

intentionally. After years of use, the town buys a retrofit of the library. It’s been going on 

since the town was settled 

712. Crisp fall air 

713. Cars drive by 

714. If given the chance to serve the country or protect the children, which would you 

choose? 

715. He decided to buy a metal detector, to hunt for treasure, and to lose weight 

716. She bought the contents of a storage box, sight unseen. What’s in it 

717. What if they came home and everything was gone—they were cleaned out 

718. What would your character get into a fight for 

719. Is he agoraphobic or just doesn’t like people 

720. She lost 152 pounds—no one recognized her. It’s time for her to start a new life, 

but the old one hasn’t forgotten her 

721. A wildflower and a wallflower have what in common 

722. What if something were found in the lava tubes on Mars that indicate life was 

recently on the planet? What if we find out by going back to Mars, that we used to live 

there 

723. Write about a ghost that will not die 

724. What if your prayers were answered . . . just not in the way you hoped for 

725. Something knocked out the cable. Again 

726. It was tucked away in an old chest 

727. What is your highest destiny? Duty 

728. She met the woman by accident - while she ran with her sister on the Army base. 

She was asked to a dying woman's bedside for a final request. The woman asked her to 

take her husband and baby as her own - people she had never met. What did she say 

729. You do not belong here 

730. It won’t be the same; we need you. He needs me too 

731. She returned to the civilized world. Action/adventure story of ancestors, map, 

key, journey, power 

732. The tribes of the world were united under one kingdom 

733. After a tsunami, Seattle tries to recover, but the bell tower collapses on the fire 

emergency unit, the bridges are wiped out, and future waves are predicted for the 

Cascadia Subduction Zone. 25 foot waves. Wave trains 4-5 for hours. Swamped. 

Flooded. Tens of billions of dollars in damage. It spreads worldwide. Vertical 

evacuation—get to high rises 

734. The laws of nature are impersonal 

735. She was a wealthy commoner; he had money, but no clout. He loved her from the 

start, but it was hard to convince her of that 

736. What if Bacon’s rebellion worked and they changed things here 

737. What is the character’s greatest fear? Use it to divide them 

738. What happens to bookstores in the future? Will they all follow Borders and go 

belly up? How will they fight for business 

739. E-readers take a bite (literally) out of readers 

740. What would it take to sell a million books 



  

741. What if the Dutch were the remnants of Atlantis 

742. The television was blue--not even static. Lee woke and looked around...it was still 

dark out. A half-empty bottle of rum sat on the coffee table. An empty bottle of coke lay 

on its side next to the empty juice glass 

743. Lee's mouth felt like cotton. She opened it twice and gulped. She stood and 

stretched, than walked to the kitchen and grabbed a glass from the drying rack. She filled 

it with tap water and drank ti down 

744. I want to write a story that is a thrill ride, an edge of the seat, highly entertaining, 

fun story. You think everyone is doomed until the surprise (or not so surprised) ending 

745. What if a corporation conglomerate threatened to take over the world 

746. What if two girls from a Russian orphanage had special powers 

747. After the longest day of her life, she was downloaded into a computer 

748. Write about a slip in time 

749. Write about the woman at the airport who had one bag too many 

750. Write about a secret passageway into a house just purchased 

751. Write about the future of the book industry and the last remaining independent 

bookstore 

752. What if the older doctor fell for a younger nurse and just needs to convince her 

that he is telling the truth when he says that he loves her 

753. What if the power went out in a theater and something attacked the patrons? 

754. Write about the Battle of the Books 

755. What would your character arm wrestle or fight someone for at Starbucks? At a 

bar? At the department store 

756. Write about the girl whose parents were spies, but she didn't know. They raised 

her ordinary, but they brought her up with a specific set of skills 

757. Write your life list 

758. Write about the most embarrassing moment of your life  

759. Write about your worst memory 

760. they were forced to flee Earth. Now traveling in a generational ship toward their 

new home planet, Gisele 181d, they had to forget about those they left behind and focus 

on what lay ahead for the good of mankind 

761. It was the end of an era—NASA grounded the shuttle program. What’s next 

762. An American teacher goes to China, and they teach her. The Ghost that would not 

Die 

763. A woman with red hair in a blue dress looks into a third story window and sees an 

ominous black bird and shoos it away 

764. what if there were someone in the shadows when you fall asleep at night?  and 

they weren't there to harm you--on the contrary, they were there to help you.  to assist 

you.  to make you count.  to assure that you are there for a reason.  they were your 

backup.  and what if one of them fell in love with you 

765. He was charged to protect the human light and find one true love to pass his 

burden on to the next generation 

766. She didn’t know where she was—just that her plane wasn’t where it was 

supposed to have been. That, and the guys with the guns were in charge 



  

767. A horror story happened while they were watching football. So many things 

happen while other people are busy… imagine what could happen during a single NFL 

game 

768. Write about the Ghosts in your life—the people that died 

769. Write about the climb out of poverty . . .something to be proud of 

770. What do you fear? Write about that. I failed on an epic scale, but rock bottom is a 

solid foundation. Rebuild your life 

771. Write about why you are secure in your ability to survive 

772. Dear Muse: my pen died today 

773. It passed down from generation to generation in a single family. The others 

thought it was lost to the mists of time, but they were safely tucked away for when 

humanity needed them again 

774. DNA found in Antarctica—comprised of the building blocks of life—alien genes. 

A message hidden on earth for countless years—a message inside us all in our junk DNA. 

A genomic SETI 

775. The aliens were us 

776. 1st contact? what if symbols mean different things to different people? universal 

communication - waves- water- used to communicate math and frequencies proton mass - 

electron mass pie  what if they came down with literature instead of math 

777. frequencies - music 

778. Tessla coil 

779. they don't want to meet face to face, but instead bring someone up to see them?  

780. computer program common and uncommon words - the - of - pattern emergences 

frequencies of occurrence, number of words SETI a line __ not 45 degree scope dolphins 

-- transmit knowledge -- complex message will look like that instead of all over the map 

781. spacecraft--leap in travel - we find them first. exotic propulsion system -- 

electrical repulsion ion engine - zero gas - positive charged like charge pushes away -- 

goes in opposite direction 

782. Aliens arrive and the first contact isn’t pretty  

783. energy - type 1 - planetary power hurricanes, volcanoes   type 2 - star control – 

play   type 3 - galaxy control 

784. space lanes 

785. chance to survive 

786. rise in ranks 

787. eavesdropping 

788. laws of physics 

789. It was buried in the static 

790. A message from the past changes her life 

791. rare alien civilization 

792. write about the next step in evolution 

793. empty static 

794. listening the wrong way 

795. one at a time -- not recognizing it 

796. broaden the perspective 

797. harder to detect 

798. filled with chatter and we're only picking up fragments 



  

799. dawn of a new era 

800. renaissance 

801. meet alien life 

802. the darkest day in history 

803. 1st line of defense 

804. autotrope - uses light not easy prey intelligent 

805. hetrotrope -- food 

806. imagination  

807. ambition 

808. predator: cleanest, quickest way to live, predatory cultures intelligent warlike 

culture similar to our own resources -- who commands them? The strongest or there 

would be a war over them 

809. white wolves roamed the North 2 million years ago pups- 6- in spring 

810. what if a Mother presented a bill for all the things she gave you when growing 

up? Future story 

811. what if Google could know everything you were thinking and premeditated it 

812. You can’t run from the truth 

813. There are more immediate concerns all around us 

814. "I'm pregnant." she admitted. he looked at her as if the kid would pop out any 

second. "Relax, hero, its not due for seven months” 

815. She saw his name in the textbook and fell in love. Her professor, a 700 year old 

magician, sent her back to his time. Only once she was there he wanted her for himself 

Will the Duke of Sully be able to save her 

816. What if the FDA ruled the world 

817. Only seven hours to Iceland. She met a rocket scientist over drinks. “If I fall” 

818. the EU has come together as one nation. China is the leading superpower 

819. Alterative Universe Story 

820. the lost book of Leonardo what if a book was found with Leonardo's lost work? 

thought they were lost in time, but one survived handed down generation to generation in 

a single family  

821. They were attack dragons—green, yellow, orange, and red. There was a house 

with a moat which controlled the perimeter 

822. A guy with long, flowing hair walks into a bar 

823. Eat my tamale, I dare you 

824. Do you want my strawberry 

825. The asteroid will destroy our planet in three weeks 

826. they were forced to flee Earth. Now traveling in a generational ship toward their 

new home planet, Gisele 181d, they had to forget about those they left behind and focus 

on what lay ahead for the good of mankind 

827. a werewolf asks a stranger he likes, "So, whose team are you on: Edward or 

Jacob?" He's hoping for a specific answer 

828. I'm afraid she will know that I've fallen in love with her 

829. For so many nights I lay awake without you. I was afraid I would lose you. I 

thought if I told you how I felt, I would never see you again. You are always there for 

me—and everyone else.  I’m sorry for the pain I’ve caused you, the heartache. I should 

never have left you 



  

830. Once in a lifetime, a solar event occurs—a meteorite storm, a polar shift, nibiru, 

extreme weather, earthquakes, volcanoes, oceans of the world sweep across continents 

from polar shift. This all happens when the sun passes through interstellar energy cloud 

which energizes the sun 

831. Is there an English version of the Codex Atlanticus 

832. Goldilocks: The first travelers from Earth to a new planet, told from a stowaway 

girl’s perspective. They are farmers, scientists, entrepreneurs, families. Are there aliens? 

Lifemates/star inhabitants. A new adventure starts, but something happens to the ship. 

Aliens/like star inhabitants similar to earthlings come aboard to help and find the 

stowaway. She’s used to being discarded. But they don’t do that 

833. What if planets were more common than stars  

834. 242   From the Earth to the Moon 

835. "Oh, you're just space debris"  

836. On the fringes 

837. Wear blues and browns 

838. The cult of domesticity – pious, pure, submissive and domestic 

839. Pure: virginal, non-sexual  Submissive –  Domestic – hold their role / managing / 

smoothing, effective, efficient and all the details of the house   

840. What if nothing in the world made sense to him after a devastating loss 

841. Identify a social problem and write about it 

842. She was there to check the school out—she had to get away from him 

843. G, K, and M class stars may have orbit sustaining planets. Radio communication 

is easier than travel. What if we talk to them first 

844. It’s a protection symbol inscribed in copper, used to deflect energy. You hang it 

on a wall or door; it should keep away anything that means you harm 

845. The television was blue--not even static. Lee woke and looked around...it was still 

dark out. A half-empty bottle of rum sat on the coffee table. An empty bottle of coke lay 

on its side next to the empty juice glass 

846. Lee's mouth felt like cotton. She opened it twice and gulped. She stood and 

stretched, than walked to the kitchen and grabbed a glass from the drying rack. She filled 

it with tap water and drank it down 

847. you tell a person that you had an issue with a chainsaw and they automatically go 

to did u chop your hand off 

848. They would tell the tale that they had always been fated for each other in the days 

and years to come.  The rumors would go that they had always been together, fated from 

the beginning to collide.  They would tell the tale of a female warrior of Earth and an 

alien comrade, friends at first, and then lovers 

849. Sometimes the truth is stranger than fiction 

850. he found something at an auction site - an old trunk  

851. I've come a long way to see you, Professor McKenzie 

852. Who knew four simple words could set about a course of events that would 

potentially destroy this world and several others 

853. College student travels to Ireland for a two-week stay that will change her life 

meets a hot Irish man and decides to transfer...only her brother doesn't approve. Why so 

far away from Boston 



  

854. Humanity doesn't stand a chance. The undead war has been declared. The tally: 

zombies versus werewolves, ghosts, and vampires. In the middle of the battle are the 

humans. 4:1 but they are outnumbered, only by having human volunteers can the battle's 

odds be swayed and the war won 

855. Weeks after the volcano blew, they sent in a team to check it out—a decapitated 

remnant of the volcano was left. It blew out the entire North flank of the volcano 

856. what if there were someone in the shadows when you fall asleep at night?  and 

they weren't there to harm you--on the contrary, they were there to help you.  to assist 

you.  to make you count.  to assure that you are there for a reason.  they were your 

backup.  and what if one of them fell in love with you 

857. Ghost researcher, shadowy vaporous figure, haunted network 

858. The cousin's computer models show an internment heating of the environment - 

which if it gets beyond a certain point would be catastrophic 

859. In the cousin's journal there's a page with a text that no one can decipher.  Until it 

is brought to her 

860. They can only figure out what's going on if they work together.  They've got to 

find a way to stop the greenhouse effect from going over the tipping point or else 

civilization is doomed 

861. Changing the technology that we have today to harness the CO2 in the 

atmosphere and reduce the temperature.  To assist the animals and live in harmony while 

not reverting to a pre-industrial society.  It was a permanent change of life 

862. her paintings hung in the Museum of Atlantis, the Historical Data they had was 

limited, but the stories passed down through the generations was that of a loving and kind 

Queen 

863. Earth is lost.  We are the remnant, the remains of the species and we are no where 

near our home.  What was once an exploration mission has now become our Genesis, the 

only hope for mankind.  Now is our time.  This is our story 

864. it was over five thousand years after they had left the Earth.  There had been 

much debate on whether they should return, and in the end, the old ones lost to the newer 

generation.  And the ships had set sail 

865. No one remembered the way back, but there were earmarked tales of the way, the 

journey, and the happenings thereto 

866. For one man it would prove the journey of a lifetime. For Earth, it would be their 

salvation 

867. It had been centuries since they had set foot on the land called Earth.  There had 

been much debate on whether they should return, and I the end, the old ones lost to the 

newer generations, and the ship had set sail 

868. No one remembered the way back, but there was one earmarked tale of the 

journey, the one record of travel.  All others had been banned by the elders centuries ago 

when the way into the Land was sealed from the inside.   Ships could go out, but only 

those who knew the magic could enter – only those who had predetermined knowledge of 

the gate, of the watchers, and of the path 

869. Over the centuries they had sent ships to determine if it was time to return—safe 

to return.  But they had only learned of the cruelty and warlike people that had inhabited 

the world 



  

870. The way had been sealed for the set time that was put forth in the degree that the 

Elders had established when they had gone into the land and sealed the entrance.  No one 

had passed the gate for four generations, and on that journey no one had returned alive 

871. The ship was swift, not a small vessel, but a nice size with three masts, the flag of 

the country waiving in the breeze.  The boat itself was silver of color, design, and art 

872. The people who had built the ship had vanished centuries ago—but they knew 

how to handle the boat, what the flaws were—of what little there were 

873. As they sailed past the last inlet, they turned and looked back at their homeland: 

the large silver city sparkled in the midday sun.  A hope was with the crew that they 

would be the ones to bring back good news—that they were no longer in exile, but could 

return to the world from which they had come and live In peace among its inhabitants  

874. The leader of the ship prayed that it would be the outcome.  He was prepared for 

all eventualities, but hoped for the best and prepared for the worst 

875. “Hoist the main sail!”  He said, and the crew hastened to do as he requested.  He 

was not old—though his youth had passed him some time ago.  He was of high stature, 

had an outfit of white on—the same outfit that his people had been wearing for as long as 

time recorded.  He wore sandals on his feet, and had a crown on his head—it was made 

of a delicate silver intertwined in the way of a tree branch, holding up stems for the tree 

that was in his crown 

876. “Sire!  We have passed the last Post Marker!”  The lookout claimed 

877. “Very well.  Make haste!  We shall be there by evening.”  He replied 

878. Doomed to repeat his life until he comes to the one he cannot find and makes her 

his--a true Daughter of Erin, a light in life, a charmed one, blessed by the Goddess and 

Daughter of Mankind 

879. They said she lived in her imagination. If only they knew how true those words 

were. Some of what I'm about to share with you may never have happened...but it is a 

story that must be told 

880. Who am I? that's not important, your character writes. What is important is what I 

know, and this knowledge may someday save your life. My advice to the reader is to pay 

attention; words have magic inside them and here are mine 

881. It was a dreary grey day with drizzle and low-hanging clouds. The college campus 

bustled with activity as always. It was Washington and that meant rain. Leanne wanted to 

go to school - to a real college - since the 9th grade. Now at thirty-one she finally had the 

chance 

882. Leanne was more than voluptuous - those around her classified her as fat and 

therefore not worthy of their time. It wasn't something new; she had been dealing with it 

in some form since childhood 

883. The sad thing was she wasn't fat -- more of a Marilyn Monroe or a Hayworth 

figure than larger. Leanne heard the names since childhood when her breasts developed 

before everyone else's, and now, later in life, having blossomed, the rose didn't know she 

was a rose. If asked, she would identify herself as a daisy or a tulip 

884. But I digress, and we have miles to go before anyone can sleep, because what you 

don't know will kill you. On with the story 

885. Leanne tucked a lock of hair behind her left ear and struggled to focus on the 

math in front of her, but even in the quiet section of the library, people talked. Gossiped. 



  

But to her there was so much more to do of greater importance. make her more 

interesting. mysterious - interest 

886. The Vikings raided her homeland in Canada. She was taken prisoner and fell for 

her captor. he was strong and brave and surprisingly gentle with her, though not with the 

others of his ship; he was the Captain 

887. On the return trip their ship was caught in a storm and crushed, stranding them 

alone and unable to communicate on strange shores 

888. They are lost with only each other to depend on. Will she find the only protector 

she has is able to return her affection? Or will her people recover them first? Not likely 

889. Begin: Normal  Inciting Force: captive aid find food shelter storm  animal attack 

survive 1st winter fell in love 

890. ship at sea in spring finds them 

891. she wants to be with him 

892. the capture and raised turkey, a dog, and lived off the land. make it historically 

accurate 

893. The Waylaid Viking 

894. Had a great time on the 11 mile canoe trip. A lot of turtles along river . . . 

explored a cave . . . somewhat . . . it was REALLY dark inside with a stream/creek 

running through it. Was a perfect morning to go canoeing. Weather was great and wind 

did not pick up too much except for the last 30 min. Will have to go again before I leave 

895. turn the Churro experiment into a short story. Include the longest day 

896. What if the ancients were far smarter than us 

897. Stories...fragments of knowledge from the ancient past were preserved 

898. What if they built the pyramids to protect the earth from something that was going 

to happen--and the destruction of the pyramids, the sphinx, and the blackened interior on 

the rose quartz granite was a protection against something...that hasn't come back...until 

now 

899. there are clues throughout Egypt that point to high technology.  images were 

covered in the past and they don’t point them out 

900. Baghdad battery  strange lightbulbs that are in the crypts.  what if the Egyptians 

volunteered to build the pyramids? Robert Schoch, PhD Geologist, Boston university if 

the pyramids weren't tombs, what were they? energy?  there's an energy around the 

pyramids...subtle energies. maybe it's there and we can't tap into it...yet 

901. different megalithic structures pyramids Stonehenge, etc. 

902. ground where an unusual type of geology that taps into the electromagnetic field 

903. generate electrical currents in the land. where the lines cross temples were built 

dragon lines. healthy energy that passes through the earth they were trying to control the 

flow of the energy. feel a certain calm or peace 

904. lifeforce  chi  prada – hindu yokis use it 

905. what if all the megalithic sites are older than they think...say dating back to the 

time of mu / Atlantis and the explosion that was noted was Atlantis and mu saving the 

world? what if they were destroyed and with them their knowledge 

906. things built out of stone are high technology...a different type of technology 

907. different types of stones used for different things. dolomite high magnesium 

conducts electricity well 



  

908. sheath with white toura limestone which has zero magnesium content and poor 

conductor. that’s what they built the pyramid out of 

909. outer stones cut so precisely. highly electrical core inside an insulator. granite in 

the passageways slightly radioactive ionize / electrify the air. release radon 

910. transmission stone. live stone. sealed shafts.  water based - still producing water.  

limestone aquifers under the monuments.  flowing water generates electrical charge. 

concentration on the ground concentration on the top 

911. ball lightning 

912. it's a theory 

913. energy machine 

914. it felt like I was in a machine 

915. very functional 

916. you wouldn't want to be in there when it was running 

917. the big fancy pyramids were built to observe and or pay homage to the older 

pyramid builders. the older pyramid builders were just trying to get home / save the world 

/ fix things  

918. but were they aliens or were they from the future 

919. orbs balls of ionized or electrical air 

920. ball lightning - molecules glow 

921. Nikola tesla to get to power of the earth. he harnessed it and learned how to use it  

922. free wireless energy 

923. implosion energy passive energy that had no byproducts 

924. we use combustion energy - explosion energy that leaves exhaust and pollution 

925. solar panels and wind power are implosion energy 

926. beam of the sun on a zig zag running water for such a purpose 

927. run the people feed the people 

928. they are leaking air now - weakens it but still gets reports of life 

929. sonic cut another stone diamond cut 

930. concave shapes machine tooling  

931. our technology is quartz crystal based; their technology is quartz crystal 

based...what if they interface 

932. what if the lights illuminated them- a generator that broadcast a field that uplifted 

the entire humanity 

933. sustain the decline of spirit 

934. store emotional or spiritual energy that was needed to keep people  prop up 

humanity 

935. it went out   what happens if it comes back on 

936. what happens if the knowledge comes back?  some of them went offline. the 

people died off who controlled it. the knowledge was lost 

937. lost worlds buried beneath the sands 

938. cosmology was the way of their world 

939. The Egyptians considered cosmology sacred 

940. spiritual and metaphysical base 

941. ancient civilizations saw humanity as tied in with the bigger picture / environment 

942. ancient languages and images 

943. someone arrives on Earth and can only speak an ancient language 



  

944. they called it westing – how to find a new ___ 

945. research and find info about the one topic you wish you could 

946. write about the flicker of fire 

947. archaeologist and indigenous wisdom keeper 

948. star energy 

949. it somehow would help the king become a spiritual begin and return to the cosmos 

950. Obsessive keepers of records 

951. the key to understand Egypt is understanding the placement and timing of the 

buildings / monuments 

952. how to look for clues into lost culture from the ones that we know about  

953. living culture with a similar view to the ancient Egyptians in Mali Dogan Mali 

954. Laird Scranton author sacred symbols of the Dogon 

955. it took us this long to relearn everything 

956. and it happened just in time 

957. on the verge of something horrible and we need to stop it in or the world is dead 

958. balance between masculine and feminine and harmony with nature 

959. mother is the teacher  

960. what if his mom was a great author 

961. what if mother nature took form on Earth and created a family  

962. sacred feminine and sacred masculine 

963. patriarchal societies became a thing of the past – everyone was equal, finally 

964. history was a thing of the present – timelines converge 

965. linear time is a dream and jumps are reality 

966. dogma of the timeline 

967. rationality isn’t real 

968. walking reality 

969. science or not 

970. it’s going to be alright was the advice of her family…but she worried it wasn’t 

971. eternity exists in an hour 

972. cycles of time  

973. rituals and magic  

974. altered states 

975. living art 

976. the puppy just wanted one more snuggle before she passed  

977. left hands giving turkey 

978. right hands taking cranberry sauce 

979. our society is unbalanced because we have erased the feminine 

980. sacred feminine and masculine -highest form of respect 

981. he was a thief of emotions 

982. her mind flailed  

983. the body reminded him of a staff  

984. it was a great balancing act  

985. staff always has the head of a bird and a forked base. never touches the ground. 

spiritual beings having a earthly experience 

986. arched with a winged disc 

987. vulture and snake 



  

988. vulture feminine snake the masculine 

989. glandular system  

990. hormones that trigger reproduction 

991. fertility high value 

992. chakras and light  

993. holistic understanding 

994. papyrus and the lotus 

995. masculine and feminine 

996. together shown in the art 

997. blue lotus is a symbol of life 

998. part animal part human forms  

999. the rain drops 

1000. write about the personification of a star  

1001. he appeared in space above the world  

1002. music and spaces have an effect on human consciousness potion of the blue lotus 

and the mandrake use and the poppy to enter a visionary state to explore navigate and 

learn about the realm that is beyond death 

1003. I saw you in my dream... 

1004. innate human abilities that we have forgotten 

1005. it's not the words you say it's how you say it 
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